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or nearly four decades I have been in contact with an entity referred
to as the Bijou Community. Now and then I have found myself within
range of what felt like the heart of it; more often than not I have found
myself on the periphery, sometimes in the wilderness, but still within earshot.
Many individuals might say the same – the Bijou Community has involved
hundreds if not thousands of people across the years. The exact number is
unimportant. But the yeasty, protean, seed-like quality of the organism bears
consideration. Here in the year 2020 (timing that at least makes inevitable a
sort of 2020 vision),
I have come to wonder aloud just what the Bijou Community is. Does such a
thing even exist, beyond the name? Is it real, is it relevant,
or merely a mirage, a chimera, a flash in the pan? Where
did it come from? Where might it be headed? “Like God,
it has no beginning and it has no end,” Stephen says. “It
came together, gelled, I couldn't say exactly when or how.”
Stephen has been at the heart of Bijou for half a century.
While it may be a bit of a tossup to say exactly when and
how things came together, 1970 is as good a number as any
– the year Stephen, a recently-established Catholic priest
in Colorado Springs, exchanged comfortable digs in the
rectory of Corpus Christi Church for what amounted to
a one-room shack on Rio Grande Street. “I frankly didn't
know what I was doing,” he admits. What motivated a
move from the structure and security of a well-established
institution to a bare-bones place in a bare-bones part of
town?

He found himself agreeing with a remark by William Stafford: Every war has
two losers. He arranged to visit the Catholic Worker House in New York City.
The nonviolent approach adopted by Dorothy Day made increasing sense,
and the power and pragmatism of Martin Luther King Jr.'s application of
nonviolence was plain to see.
By June of 1970, the Bishop agreed that Stephen should “take a summer off,”
suggesting that he rent a room at the local St Vincent de Paul store from
which to “counsel the poor.” The Bishop emphasized that Stephen, whatever
his decision, could not expect a penny from the diocese. And there would be
no turning back, at least not back to Corpus Christi. The proposal to counsel
the poor in some official capacity did
not much appeal. Stephen longed for
what Dorothy Day had longed for – a
sense of community, a way to confront
war and poverty, a way to serve the poor
by living and working in their midst. He
found the place on Rio Grande Street
for $75 per month. There was $700 in
the bank, enough to cover rent, utilities,
and a $50 per month car payment, at
least for a while.

Before long Stephen was joined by Mike,
a priest friend from Denver. Now and
then parishioners from Corpus Christi
dropped by, inclined to ask either aloud
or by means of a glance: “Just what are
During seminary years in Denver, Stephen had spent
you up to?” Stephen did not have any
seven summers with migrant laborers in northern
particularly convincing or concrete
Colorado. He received a small stipend and basic room
answers, yet felt he was on the right
and board, living with the people he had been assigned to
track, on the way to a truer vocation. In
serve, cementing a lifelong conviction that a willingness to
the meantime two men turned up at the
share firsthand the experience of the poor was one of the
house drunk, and were offered space
surest ways to develop perspective and insight into what
on the floor and a chance to sober up.
Dorothy Day - Founder - The Catholic Worker
poverty might entail. These seven summers of service left
There was no Detox Center in those days;
Stephen with a far greater sense of social conscience than he'd known he
alcoholics risked landing on the street. Pat was a watchmaker and repairman.
had. He grew to love the people and the work. He began reading Dorothy
Norm turned out to be a good cook. Both were soon contributing to the life
Day, increasingly intrigued by her perspective and by the rise of the Catholic
and well-being of the household.
Worker movement.
This accommodation of guests off the street set a precedent that would continue
Once ordained a priest, Stephen looked forward to working with a poor to shape the work of the Bijou Community for half a century. Dorothy Day
parish. Instead he was assigned to Blessed Sacrament, one of the wealthiest and Peter Maurin had advocated that every parish should have a house of
parishes in Denver. After being reassigned 70 miles south to Colorado Springs hospitality as medieval monasteries had done in Europe, offering wayfarers in
(rated a big step down), Stephen discovered that none of the fifteen priests need a place to stay until they were ready to resume their journeys. The onein the area worked closely with the poor, and though it was one of the major room shack on Rio Grande was becoming such a place, a hospitality house,
cities in the state, the Springs as yet had no chapter of Catholic Charities. albeit on a small scale. Soon the household moved to Kiowa, then to El Paso
His position as priest at Corpus Christi afforded comfortable lodgings, a Street, and eventually in 1976 to a house on South Weber that became known
handsome piece of architecture, a well-heeled congregation, a superb view of as Weber House. Weber House was a hospitality house in the Catholic Worker
Pikes Peak, and even a maid... But there were reasons to feel unsettled.
vein, with no reliance on church, state, or city funding. Apart from some fairly
self-evident restrictions – no drugs, no weapons, no drinking, no smoking
The year was 1967. The Vietnam War, though officially condoned by Church indoors, lights out by 11 o'clock – Weber House had a generally unregimented,
and State, disturbed many Americans and many Catholics as well, who like non-institutional feel to it. “Don't Piss Steve Off was more or less what the rules
Stephen, found it impossible to accept as remotely moral or just. Stephen boiled down to, at the beginning anyway,” Stephen notes.
was questioning not merely the morality of the Vietnam War, but of all wars.
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The Bijou Community Chronicles
- by John Liechty

Under new management, Ithaka made a series of fundamental changes in
style and direction that led some to fear it might be losing its character. It
had turned into an organization with something called a CEO, and no fewer
than nine salaried employees. Ithaka's focus meanwhile shifted to aggressive
fundraising. Properties began to go up for sale, as word went round that the
Land Trust was struggling to meet budget. Eventually it was announced that
permanent affordable housing would no longer be a priority, that the focus
would henceforth be on transitional housing. Rents went up, sometimes dramatically. Some clients were put off by the new logo: Ithaka: A Home for those
that are Lost. Poor Ulysses – it sounded as if he had not made it home after all,
“We didn't choose who came to the houses. The composition was decided by but was still at sea. As of 2020, the future of the Land Trust is anyone's guess.
the people who knocked at our door.” In the early days, that composition was
- John Liechty
made up largely of individuals whose lives had been disrupted by alcohol or
drug abuse. In coming years, the hospitality houses would welcome increasing
ffering a roof to those seeking shelter became a pillar of the Bijou
numbers of people suffering from mental illness or AIDS, undocumented imCommunity, as did offering a meal to those seeking sustenance. The
migrants, people charged with sex offenses, victims of domestic violence, and
early house on El Paso Street began serving half a dozen people per
people released from prison. Who was likely to knock was subject to change
day.
Whoever
came to the door was served – there weren't any hoops to jump
from decade to decade; but the door remained open – that much did not
through. “We dealt with everyone, including those sometimes regarded as
change.
the undeserving poor. There were plenty of other places happy to work with
To offer what was termed transitional housing – room for a night or a relatively those regarded as the deserving poor,” Stephen notes. “We'd have been happy
short period – was one thing, a bit like offering a migratory bird an ephemeral to serve soup out of a tent so people wouldn't get to thinking it was part of an
perch. But what about a more permanent foothold, a nesting opportunity – established order. We looked forward to phasing it out in time.” But the lines
what about affordable housing for people unlikely to find it in a city notori- grew steadily longer. As numbers increased, Guadalupe Church agreed to let
ous for skyrocketing rents? Stephen began looking into the nuts and bolts of Stephen utilize its kitchen.
taking on properties that might be used to serve those in need on a long-term
basis. He had developed a broad range of contacts in Colorado Springs from Growth, so often equated with success in America, seemed in this instance an
all walks of life. Might not a core group of friends be able to get the money indication of failure – why, in what was invariably touted as the greatest, freest,
together to buy and maintain living spaces to be rented out at affordable rates and wealthiest country on the globe were so many people homeless, hungry,
to people looking to settle? It soon became evident that ownership was not so rudderless, and dependent? Before long the soup kitchen moved to the basesimple. For one thing, few people within the Bijou Community were enthusias- ment of the First Baptist Church on Kiowa Street, where over a hundred people
tic about being property co-owners. They were reluctant to shoulder such a re- were fed each day. Not everyone approved, including some church members
sponsibility, seeming more interested in offloading possessions than in taking who feared their facility was being invaded by a rag-tag army. When plans
them on. Meanwhile, Stephen was learning that the notion that houses could were announced to install a new multi-million dollar kitchen at First Baptist,
be acquired and co-owned by “a bunch of friends” was subject to legal snags the soup kitchen began looking for a new home. In 1983 or thereabouts, it reand complications. It seemed that an individual could own things, as could a located to the Old Convent near the Bijou Street Bridge. Bijou Community remained involved with the soup kitchen's operation until the early 1990s, when
corporation, but a bunch of friends could not.
Catholic Charities took it over. By then the kitchen was feeding two to three
Despite misgivings, Stephen began to explore the possibilities of forming a hundred people per day. Today it serves nearly six hundred. Once again, such
corporation – Dorothy Day, he suspected, would have been little impressed. growth did not reflect the sort of progress Bijou was hoping for when the soup
Valuable advice and assistance came from Bob, a lawyer friend on the West kitchen was in a fledgling state.
Side, and in 1980 a non-profit corporation called Ithaka Land Trust was born.
Its mission: To hold land in perpetuity for the service of the poor of El Paso After upwards of 25 years at the helm, Stephen felt ready to bow out. He'd
County. Ithaka was named with the homecoming scene from The Odyssey in cooked, cleaned, hauled food and compost, built a team of volunteers, and kept
mind, when after years of wandering, Ulysses at last returns to plant an oar in the lid on more than just the kettle of soup. He'd broken up fights on occasion,
and helped maintain peace, often creatively. “I haven't seen you in here before,”
his native soil.
Stephen once said to a man who'd been shouting and banging the table, vowThe Land Trust flourished, growing into something of a small empire. By 2000, ing revenge on the universe. “What's your name?”
it was renting upwards of 30 properties to families and individuals in need.
Around this time Stephen elected to turn the reins over to Sheldon, who had “My name,” came the reply, “is Fuck You!”
practical experience managing a credit union and working with Greccio Housing, a local organization committed to providing affordable housing. The Land “Nice to meet you, Mr Yu. I'm Stephen.” Nonviolence is a wager, not a guaranTrust was managed with a remarkable degree of diligence, intelligence, and tee of success. In this case, the wager paid off in the form of a halfway amicable
handshake.
-John Liechty
efficiency until 2017, when Sheldon too stepped down.
The list of house rules expanded through the years, but the non-institutional feel
survived. Some of the people connected to Weber House came to be referred to
as the Weber Community. Due to a rent increase in 1980, the hospitality house
moved to a place on Bijou Street, whereupon Weber Community became
known as Bijou Community. The name stuck, though the house on Bijou Street
is no longer managed by people directly connected to Bijou Community;
Stephen is currently associated with a place on Mesa Road called Mesa House,
with Walnut House on Walnut Street, and with a house for men on Monument
Street.

O
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Healing Child Abuse

F

“Healing child abuse is a pro-life issue.”

or over a decade of my life, I ministered among people who Many people were abused sexually and emotionally as very young
lived outside or in single-room occupancy hotels. I also min- children. By the age of four or five, many of our people had been
istered among our volunteers and parishioners who kept our abused. The severity of abuse scarred them for life. From such
horrific moments in
daily hospitality center in action. In Portland,
their lives at a very
Oregon, our parish community gathered folks
early age, many people
who had fallen through the cracks of guidelines
turned to alcohol by
or benefits from helping organizations. Our hosthe time they were
pitality center was the last stop to receive some
eight or nine years old
simple food or monthly clothing. People came
and some even earlier.
to us to benefit from a warm room and companionship for a couple of hours.
Some of the children
were taken from their
There were many brutal truths that emerged
homes early on by
from creating a hospitality center in our very
the state. Many of the
simple and small parish community. I am not
children then faced
a social worker. I have no formal training in the
more abuse living in
startling issues in which I ministered. However,
various foster homes.
the role of the Church in our neighborhood was
However, most of the
simply to build relationships, to offer a kind ear
children just ran away
and a hopeful presence. Our ministry on a daifrom home. In fact,
ly basis was far beyond our professional experwe were told by social
tise. However, I approached this ministry simworkers that only 50%
ply as a priest and person of faith. This ministry
of the parents who had
stretched me into becoming a more genuine bea runaway child ever
liever in Jesus.
reported that child
We learned over the course of years, and working
missing. They did not
with mental health organizations in our neighreport it because they
borhood, some alarming statistics of abuse. In
did not care that the
our weekday-morning hospitality center we
child was gone.
served about 150 people a day. Many more peoI was also told in my
ple came to our doors seeking help in the afteryears in Portland that
noons. We learned that approximately 85% of
13th
Stati
on:
Jesus
Dies
on
the
Cross.
By
Rev.
Ronald
Raab,
CSC
many teenagers who
the men we served had been sexually abused as
run away from home do so
children. And even more alarming than that, we
learned that approximately 100% of the women we served had been because they were either sexually abused or the parents found out
that the child was a homosexual. Many families literally threw the
sexually abused as children.
gay or lesbian child out of the house, especially in rural areas of the
These statics of abuse are not scientific, but came to us from sev- state. These children found their way to larger cities and struggled
eral mental healthcare workers whom we turned to for advice and to get education, healthcare and housing. Some of these children
counsel. The pattern for the truly homeless and mentally ill began actually survived such ordeals.
in childhood. This is what I find most alarming in our society and
in the concrete reality of ministry among the marginalized. Most Once children face such horror at such a young age, combined
people think that homeless folks just want to take advantage of so- with street living, the chances for mental health survival are slim.
ciety by surviving on our handouts. Many people think the poor Surviving outside long term and remaining mentally healthy is
are just lazy. I learned something far deeper about many folks who nearly impossible. And when all of these things come together from
are surviving their days with severe mental illness and who are not childhood, people become incapable of holding down a job or ever
getting well.
mentally capable of keeping a job or an apartment.
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by Reverend Ronald Raab, CSC
Abuse is not the fault of the child. This claim is so important for
many of us to hold true. So many people in our society blame the
adult who had been abused as a child and whose mind could not
heal. The ramifications of abuse are long term and overwhelming
for people and for our society.
A child does not ask to be abused. A child has no defense over the
power of an adult or the authority of a parent or a person who knows
the child well. As a society, we need to stop blaming people for being
poor, for suffering from various diseases of
the mind and for not being able to keep a
job. We also need to stop blaming people for
having been emotionally or sexually abused.
This is so real in our society; abuse has
horrific effects beyond childhood.
Early on in my years in Portland, I wanted
to offer a retreat for people who suffered
depression. I asked two healthcare
professionals to help me with the day of
reflection. With the three of us as facilitators,
we gathered a dozen people around a
large table. We began with prayer and
introductions. In the introductions, every
single person told us that they had been
sexually abused as a child. The effects of
abuse were overwhelming. Some of the folks
gathered were not homeless. As it turned
out, the retreat did not end that afternoon.
We met every month for the next three years.
We have much work to do with people who
experience ongoing effects from the hands
of people they loved. Becoming an adult from a childhood of abuse
is never easy.

ART SHOW INVITATION
Father Ron would like to continue this conversation
and healing of abuse by featuring his artwork from
"The Stations of the Cross in Atonement for Abuse and
the Healing of All" by Liturgical Press as an exhibit at:

Cottonwood Center for the Arts
427 E. Colorado Ave.,
May 7 -- May 29.

All are invited - Free!

I have been deeply influenced by people’s lives of abuse. Again,
I am not trained in the deep effects of family abuse dynamics. I
do though, have a heart and an ear. I have listened carefully to
people who hold such anguish in their hearts and bodies. There
is much I need to learn and even more I need to entrust to God.
I hold many stories in my heart from sitting with people who
reveal to me the torment of abuse. Many of the stories I cannot
share here. However, I am also offered hope when the truth is
shared. Truth is what we have to build the Church upon.
Just before leaving Portland to come to
Colorado Springs, a colleague asked me
what I had learned in my years working
among God’s beloved poor. This is what
I told him. “We need to stop abusing our
children.” After over a decade, this is still my
conclusion about poverty in our country. So
much of it stems from our children facing
the abuse and uncertainty in childhood. The
core of much of our poverty on the streets
and beyond is that people are struggling to
survive abuse. The effects of abuse arise in
our relationships, our ability to hold down a
job and much is passed down to our children
and loved ones. I pray to break the cycle of
abuse that is a true epidemic in our society.
Working to fight against child abuse is a
pro-life issue that means a great deal to
me. Our Church is not only anti-abortion,
but we also face the consequences of how
our children live in the world, and the
opportunities each child has to thrive. Our human life in
God has abundant dignity, and when that dignity is ignored,
shredded, and feared, we all must step in to heal our children’s
place in the world. When these children become adults, we
may all view our common failure when we judge them for not
having a job or being contributors to society. We simply must
stop abusing our children.
I have spent many years in the depths of people’s despair.
However, I am forever grateful to the story tellers and the
seekers of hope. Our reliance on God is critical to viewing the
dignity of those born in abuse. We all can see with new eyes
and act with genuine hope.
Rev. Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC, serves as pastor of Sacred
Heart Parish in Old Colorado City, Colorado Springs, CO.
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Affordable Housing Now

F

What is affordable housing?
Well, it depends on who you ask.

or too many of our neighbors, affordable housing conjures up images of
the hyper-dense housing projects the federal government built throughout the 1950s, 60s, and 70s, concentrating poverty away from resources,
leading to crime and urban decay. The
people who hold this belief, or even some
less hyperbolic version of it, have fought
hard to keep new housing out of their
neighborhoods, citing fears of lowered
property values and the degradation of
neighborhood character in their appeals.
The logical extension of this approach
to affordable housing is a set of policies
that segregate cities and constrain the
housing supply, squeezing our low and
middle-income neighbors out of a safe,
decent place to live.
To combat these ideas, our city government has introduced new terms and
definitions to supplement and replace
the “affordable” before housing, like “attainable” and “workforce.” When they
say affordable housing, they mean housing that has received some form of public
financing in exchange for a guarantee of
a certain level of affordability for a certain period of time. When they say attainable housing, they mean housing built
entirely through private enterprise that is more affordable than the kinds of
housing that are primarily being built today. Workforce housing seems to be
a catch-all for more moderately-priced housing that serves to emphasize that
people working full-time jobs still struggle to afford housing in the current
market.
While we appreciate any effort to combat the sort of Not-In-My-Backyardism
that makes it so hard to build the housing we need, we believe this approach
obscures the gravity of the problem and the scale of the approach needed to
solve it. Its natural extension is a set of policies that lead to the successful completion of Mayor Suthers’ woefully inadequate goal of adding 1,000 affordable
units per year while ignoring the underlying drivers of the housing crisis that
continue to make it worse. And to be clear, at fault here are not the city staff
who work tirelessly to facilitate the construction of affordable housing wherever opportunities exist, but rather the elected officials who have yet to take the
necessary steps to expand those opportunities.
At the Colorado Springs Pro-Housing Partnership, we prefer a simpler definition—housing is affordable if it takes up less than 30% of your income. This is
the standard that policy-makers, academics, and housing advocates have been
using since the 1980s based on research that shows at what point housing costs
become a financial burden on low-and middle-income people.
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If we use this definition, whether or not an individual unit of housing is affordable obviously becomes subjective—it depends on who’s living there. But if we
look at the city as a whole and see that over a third of our neighbors, or 82,235
households, are spending more than 30% of their income on housing, it’s clear
we’re facing a dire affordable housing crisis. And as long as this number continues to go up, not down, we’ll know the crisis is getting worse, no matter what
arbitrary goals we may meet.
To bring this number down
and ensure everyone in our
community can find a safe,
affordable place to live we need
more housing options for people
of all income-levels and we need
to use every tool we have to make
it happen. That means easing
restrictive zoning to allow more
affordable kinds of housing in
more parts of the city—right now
it’s illegal to build anything other
than single-family homes on
more than 80% of our residential
land (info on how to advocate
for this change below). It means
investing our city’s tax dollars
in affordable housing, helping
finance its construction and
providing rental and mortgage
assistance to people who are
struggling. And it means taking
homes off of the speculative market and putting them in inviolable trust’s to be
affordable in perpetuity.
But none of this will happen until we get clear about what affordable housing
means, the gravity of the crisis, and why small-scale solutions just aren’t going
to cut it.

Right now, the city of Colorado Springs is undergoing a
comprehensive revision of the zoning code, a process
known as RetoolCOS. We need people to email
retoolcos@coloradosprings.gov, cc their city council
representatives, and bcc us at cspringsphp@gmail.
com (so we can keep track of how many we get)
and let them know we want to see more kinds of
housing allowed in existing single-family zones.
- Max and Liam
Colorado Springs Pro-Housing Partnership

Ithaka - A Way Forward?

W

A Few Thoughts

e should begin with an apology to Steve for telling our readers
about a very small part of his amazing life story (pages 2-3). Steve
is a humble man who does not seek public recognition or acclaim
for all that he has done to make this community, and the world, a better place.
Steve's life of selfless dedication to his fellow human beings is a response to
a higher calling; a call that Steve has responded to with faith, strength, and
devotion. In responding to this call, he found himself among a larger group
of people likewise responding to a similar call. This loosely affiliated group of
servants is known by various names, but "Bijou Community" will be the name
we use. We will tell you more of their stories in future issues of this paper.
For now, we want to focus your attention on recent developments within one
of the many entities of service that Steve and his friends created - Ithaka Land
Trust. This was a collective, managed by a group of people selflessly committed
to buying/managing properties as part of a network of permanent, affordable
supportive housing held in perpetuity. Now under new management, with a new
name, Ithaka Land, Inc. seems to have broken with that solemn commitment
which was so central to the vision of its founders. Ithaka Land, Inc., is moving
in a new direction.
As reported by the Colorado Springs Independent in January 2021, ten homes
owned and managed by Ithaka were quietly sold to developers in 2020. (One
of those homes even has a columbarium!) Even though the El Paso County
Assessor's records show the purchases were made by different limited liability companies, a closer look reveals that these different LLCs all appear to be
owned/managed by the same person. Perhaps it made sense to form different
companies to buy these homes, but one wonders? Regardless, a lack of transparency is never reassuring and creates an atmosphere of distrust.

The Light. (1951) Works of Mercy, Fritz Eichenberg

The concerns previously expressed about the direction of Ithaka by John
Liechty in 2020 (pages 2-3) have become an unfortunate reality. While
there are certainly legal and financial considerations that could be explored,
our concerns, here, are primarily moral and ethical. As described by John,
this magnificent endeavor began many years ago as a journey of the heart.
And, it is through that lens that we are able to most clearly understand the
widespread community disappointment and disillusionment with Ithaka and
its leadership.

We wonder, out loud, "What will become of the residents who,
understandably, believed their homes were to be held in perpetuity?"
We wonder, out loud, "Why were there no deep discussions or
consensus-building work done between Ithaka's current leadership
and the folks who created this organization before any decisions were
made?

The Longest Night Ceremony, 2020, at The Columbarium which has been sold.

We wonder, out loud, "Where, within the hearts of Ithaka's leadership,
do the virtues of dignity, honor, and respect for what came before
reside? Why would they have neglected the simple, decent step of
reaching out? "

We know that the people behind the decisions to take Ithaka in a new direction
are among the brightest minds in our community. All of them care deeply
about their fellow human beings, and they have committed their lives to the
same higher calling that draws the best of us forward and upward. Why else
would they have given so much of their time and energy to an organization
that has long distinguished itself as a champion of the poor and dispossesed?
And, given this understanding of the good folks overseeing the new direction
of Ithaka, it's easy to understand why many of us are troubled by what we are
learning. Apparently, they have largely abandoned the central guiding principle
of Ithaka Land Trust which was the very essence of who they were and what
they stood for; permanent, affordable, supportive housing held in perpetuity.

In the end, while we believe the best available evidence suggests that permanent,
affordable, supportive housing is the right solution for our community, we
understand there may be valid arguments for transitional housing. What we
cannot understand, and what we cannot accept, is the way this was done. Even
though it is long past time, it is still not too late for the leadership of Ithaka Land,
Inc., to reach out, in good faith, to the founders of Ithaka Land Trust and talk.
The issues are too important; the need is too great! The hurt needs to be healed.
Let's make this right!

What is to be done now, and
how are the wounds to be healed?
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Look For The Helpers - There Are Always Helpers

Rep. John Lewis
(1940-2020)

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

Release the need to hate, to harbor division, and the enticement of revenge. Release all bitterness. Hold only love, only
peace in your heart, knowing that the battle of good to overcome evil is already won.
Choose confrontation wisely, but when it is your time don’t be
afraid to stand up, speak up, and speak out against injustice.
And if you follow your truth down the road to peace and the
affirmation of love, if you shine like a beacon for all to see,
then the poetry of all the great dreamers and philosophers is
yours to manifest in a nation, a world community, and a Beloved Community that is finally at peace with itself.[1]
[1] John Lewis with Brenda Jones, Across That Bridge: A Vision for Change
and the Future of America (Hachette Books: 2017, ©2012), 208.

1850 N. Academy Blvd., Colorado Springs, CO 80909

602 S. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Open Daily 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
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